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IIT-Gn event to host young
leaders from India, China
Talks at conclave to focus on a different engineering fields
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he Indian Institute of Gandhinagar’s (IIT-Gn) is all set to welcome young engineers from
across India and China at a
three-day event to be held at its Palaj
campus from Thursday. The first Indo-Chinese Young Engineering
Leaders’ Conclave will see a brainstorming session on pioneering
technical work and leading edge research across a range of engineering
fields of global importance.
Discussions will also be held on
four themes — safety; health are devices; big data; and clean water. As
per a note from the institute, 28 Indian and 13 Chinese delegates would
take part in the event’s technical presentations, group discussions,
brainstorming sessions and come up
with important recommendations.
IIT-Gn professor and one of the
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Death of 18-year-old

Sanand death case: Deceased’s kin
moves SHRC, seeks reinvestigation
Family says cops shielding culprits by reporting Anil Mudhava’s ‘murder’ as ‘suicide’
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The 3-day conclave starts on Thursday
event coordinators, Pranab Mohapatra said, “The themes for the conclave include important topics for
both India and China. Recommendations made at these sessions will
help researchers, policymakers and
others at different levels.”
The participants will also get to
take a heritage walk and attend a cultural programme. INAE and CAE
have agreed to organize such conclaves for young engineering leaders
from both the countries every year.

n the latest development in the
51-day-old death case of Anil
Mundhava (18) in Sanand, his
family members have approached the State Human
Rights Commission (SHRC)seeking a
reinvestigation and alleging that
Changodar police reported the death
as suicide to protect the culprits. They
also alleged godown owners of murdering Anil due to personal enmity.
“The case was not probed properly
and hence we have filed applications
with the SHRC, SP Ahmedabad rural
and DGP seeking a reinvestigation of
the case,” said the deceased’s brother
Kishan Mundhava.
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The gun was found 10 to 15 feet away
from where Anil (R) was found
Anil had been working in Sushma
Sales Agency in Sanand as a salesman
when on August 13, he was found shot
at point-blank range in the head.
Speaking about the incident, Kishan
said that one of his co-worker named
Rajkumar had informed him of the incident, following which he and other

relatives rushed to
the spot. They found
Anil shot and lying
on a chair in the
agency’s godown at
Surbhi complex and
rushed him to a hospital. However, he
died on the way.
Kishan claimed
that on his way to hospital, Anil had
told his family members that he was
shot at by sales manager Sandip Shukla, and other workers Rajkumar, Ranjit
and Manish Shukla.
Rubbishing the police’s suicide
theory, Kishan said, “On arriving at
the incident spot, we found the pistol
lying around 10 to 15 feet away from
Anil. How can it be a suicide case
then?”

BJP civic manifesto
nowhere to be found
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Sri Kamalam, the BJP state headquarters in Gandhinagar
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lines, state of the art gymnasium for each ward
and a floating restaurant on the Sabarmati.
Leading from the front, the then chief minister Narendra Modi had helped the BJP trounce the
Congress. BJP won 96 seats and the Congress 32 in
the AMC.

WHERE IS THE MANIFESTO
A search for the BJP manifesto was met with perplexed looks and ‘we don’t have’ answers. Either
the ‘document of promises’ has been buried or
the party doesn’t want to part with it. Ask the BJP
office at Khanpur in Ahmedabad and its secretary
Kartik Panchal categorically denies having the
document. “We do not have the 2010 manifesto.
It appears to have been misplaced during shifting
of the BJP state headquarters to Sri Kamalam in
Gandhinagar. You will have to check with Kamalam. You can also check with the BJP office in
AMC,” Panchal told Mirror on two occasions.
BJP city president Rakesh Shah said, “The
manifesto will be available at the pradesh karyalay (Sri Kamalam). Please inquire there.”
In fact, a request to facilitate a copy of the document too has drawn a blank.
At Sri Kamalam, BJP karyalay mantri Paresh
Patel was absolutely sure that “there was no question of keeping the document at the state headquarters”.

We do not have the 2010 manifesto. It appears to have been misplaced during shifting of the BJP
state headquarters to Sri Kamalam
KARTIK PANCHAL, CITY OFFICE SECRETARY
“All the city offices keep a record of the manifestos at city level. The Rajkot office will keep documents pertaining to Rajkot. You must check
with the city office,” Patel said.
Sources at the BJP office said it was impossible
that the city office does not have the document. It
is their duty to keep a record. “They might be under instructions not to give a copy of the manifesto,” a source told Mirror.
At the AMC office, karyalay mantri Anil Bhagat said, “We do not have a copy. Not even a photocopy. All the copies are at the Khanpur office.”
The Congress believes the ruling party’s reluctance could possibly be due to failure to meet the
promises they made.
Leader of the Opposition in the AMC Badruddin Shaikh told Mirror, “The BJP has not completed most of the works it had promised. So they are
hiding the copy.”

